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Bill Cooper, former United States Naval Intelligence Briefing Team member, reveals information that

remains hidden from the public eye. This information has been kept in topsecret government files

since the 1940s. His audiences hear the truth unfold as he writes about the assassination of John F.

Kennedy, the war on drugs, the secret government, and UFOs. Bill is a lucid, rational, and powerful

speaker whose intent is to inform and to empower his audience. Standing room only is normal. His

presentation and information transcend partisan affiliations as he clearly addresses issues in a way

that has a striking impact on listeners of all backgrounds and interests. He has spoken to many

groups throughout the United States and has appeared regularly on many radio talk shows and on

television. In 1988 Bill decided to "talk" due to events then taking place worldwide, events that he

had seen plans for back in the early 1970s. Bill correctly predicted the lowering of the Iron Curtain,

the fall of the Berlin Wall, and the invasion of Panama. All Bill's predictions were on record well

before the events occurred. Bill is not a psychic. His information comes from top secret documents

that he read while with the Intelligence Briefing Team and from over seventeen years of research.
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If you are a person like me, that at some point realized that something is just wrong in how things

work in the western world, no matter what you do. If you are looking for a book to read than you

already see that this system is flawed but how flawed is it? This book elaborates exactly how flawed



it is. This book was the first thing I got in order to start understanding why we live such a mentally

lawless place. If you want to know why the people in high places do what they do decision wise,

why certain wars are created and fought, why technology is advancing so quickly, and why we are

being controlled and what purpose this is for.... At that point you will be asking more questions and

will be getting answers through this book. So buy it

Loving what I've read so far. Strong begining. I like how the author presents the info. Will do more

later as I finish the book.

took a while to read it due to work situation....but I like it a lot and tell folks about it....weird and

disjointed, who knows if it's true or BS? makes you think....

There isn't much to be said besides: read this book if you haven't. If every American (hell, if every

PERSON) read this book, the world would be a better place tomorrow.RIP William Cooper, you are

missed by many.

Arrived very quickly. The book is interesting, but a dense read.

Really did they change the book after he died? Someone please tell me....It's different than I

remember. Read it over 10yrs ago, something's changed

Definitely a must read lots of informative information
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This book offers a biographical, conspiratory perspective on a lot of current issues/legislation that

have evidently been in the works for more than two decades. The insight and foresight of this author

is very enlightening and informative. It isn't readily evident how he conclusively arrived at some of

his theories, but with the progress of events and issues since publication, it becomes obvious that

he know what he was talking about, even then. A good read with ever emergent detail and

examples, very relevant today. Very insightful, but will make you question a lot more about our

government and the policies they are creating in the name of safety/security...could it possibly be in

the name of control? Only time will tell.
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